
Processing dative topics within Wh-islands 
 

In many Romance languages, dative experiencer topics may appear embedded inside a relative 
island while dative goal topics cannot (Barbosa et al, 2020), as shown in the following examples 
from European Portuguese (EP): 
(1) A.  Vi     hoje     a      casa    que, à        Maria,  tanto  (lhe)     convém          adquirir. 

saw  today   the   house  that  to.the Maria    so     (to.her)  is.convenient  buy.inf 
'Today I saw the house that is so convenient for Maria to buy.' 

B.  Dative goal 
 Vi      hoje     a      casa    que, à        Maria,   tanto ?(*lhe)      querem  vender. 
 saw  today   the   house  that  to.the Maria    so     to.her  want       buy.inf 
'Today I saw the house that they want to sell to Maria.' 

In the literature, this difference has been attributed to the idea that preverbal dative experiencers 
are quirky subjects – a notion applied to oblique arguments that behave like surface subjects 
(Belletti & Rizzi, 1988; Cuervo, 2010). If true, this hypothesis predicts that preverbal experiencers 
should pattern with preverbal subjects in island contexts. Here, we ran two sets of offline and 
online experiments designed to test this prediction.  
First, we ran an Acceptability Rating Task (ART) and a Self-Paced Reading (SPR) Task 
comparing sentences with relative clauses within four conditions contrasting two independent 
factors: the status of the intervening phrase (subject (cf.2) versus dative experiencer (cf.4) versus 
frame adverbial (cf.3)) and the presence of a clitic doubling the experiencer (clitic (cf.4a) versus 
no clitic (cf.4b)). 
(2) Subject Condition 
 Vi     hoje     a      casa   que     a    Maria    tanto   anseia    adquirir    na       cidade. 
 saw  today   the   house that     the Maria    so       wishes    buy.INF   in.the  city 
 'Today I saw the house that Maria is so eager to buy in the city.' 
(3) Adverb condition 
 Vi     hoje    a     casa   que,   este  ano,   tanto   nos    convém          adquirir  
 saw  today  the  house that    this    year   so       to.us  is.convenient  buy.INF 
 'Today I saw that house that is so convenient for us to buy this year.' 
(4) a. Experiencer condition with a clitic 

Vi     hoje     a      casa   que, à       Maria, tanto lhe      convém           adquirir. 
saw  today   the   house that to.the Maria  so     to.her  is.convenient   buy.INF 
'Today I saw the house that is so convenient for Maria to buy' 

 b. Experiencer condition (no clitic) 
Vi     hoje     a      casa    que, à        Maria,  tanto convém          adquirir. 
saw  today   the   house  that to.the Maria    so     is.convenient  buy.INF 
'Today I saw the house that is so convenient for Maria to buy.' 

Data from the 7 points ART (N=44) (Fig.1) showed significantly higher acceptability rates for 
Subject versus Experiencer no-Clitic condition (estimate=-1.003; SE=0.213; z.ratio=-4.719; 
p<.0001) and for Experiencer with Clitic (estimate=-0.821; SE=0.211; z.ratio=-3.887; p<0.0006). 
The Adverb condition was also significantly better than the Experiencer no-Clitic (estimate=-
0.620; SE=0.203; z.ratio=-3.052; p=0.0122). 
The RTs/SPR of 44 participants (Fig.2) at the critic-segment 8 (verb) showed a facilitating 
statistically reliable effect at the clitic(=576ms) versus the no-clitic adverbial condition(= 502ms, 
95% CI=15.4 ms). We found greater RTs for the dative experiencer (no-clitic=542ms versus 
clitic= 95% CI = 16.4 ms). Thus, the dative experiencer clitic condition seems to be the most 
difficult condition to process (Experiencer-clitic=576ms, Experiencer-no-clitic=542ms, 
Subject=526.2ms, Adverb=502ms). 



These results establish that speakers judge and perceive preverbal dative experiencers differently 
from preverbal subjects, a pattern that is not predicted under the quirky subject approach and is 
more consistent with the idea that these preverbal datives are indeed topics. 

Fig. 1. Mean Responses to the 
Acceptability Judgment task for each 
condition. 

Fig. 2. Mean reading times (ms) for each condition from SPR Task. The 
asterisks represent significant effects (2×2ANOVAs/min F′values) on 
critical regions. 

 

Second, in order to fully assess the validity of this conclusion, we tested the processing of 
sentences with intervener dative goals in similar environments. The results (ART, Fig.3 and SPR 
in 4) showed lower acceptability rates for Goals with clitic sentences and greater RTs for both 
Goals with clitic (=1289ms) and Goals without clitic (1093ms) compared to the other conditions 
(1289.2ms, 1093 and 898.9ms and 779.4ms, 95% CI = 99.9 ms, respectively). 

 
Fig. 3. Mean Acceptability Rating for each 
condition (%). 

Fig. 4. Mean reading times (ms) for each condition from SPR 
Task. 

 

Within the intervener dative goal conditions, there is a statistical significant difference in 
RTs between the clitic and the gap conditions. This pattern is also found in the case of dative 
experiencer interveners (cf. Fig. 2). This parallelism between dative goal topics and preverbal 
experiencers constitutes an additional argument in favor of the view that the latter are indeed 
topics. The picture that emerges, then, is that the effect of intervener topics in wh-movement 
chains is gradient rather than absolute, with dative experiencer topics yielding milder effects and 
dative goal topics doubled by a clitic occupying the other end of the spectrum. 
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